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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a driving control
system for a spinning machine comprising a large
number of spinning units, and in particular, to control per-
formed during an electric power failure.

Background of the Invention

[0002] A driving control method such as the one de-
scribed in the Unexamined Japanese Patent Application
Publication (Tokkai-Hei) No. 11-107065 (Abstract),
shown below, has hitherto been known, the method being
used for an apparatus for manufacturing synthetic fiber
yarns. This method is executed on an apparatus com-
prising a plurality of inverters that drive respective mo-
tors, a converter that supplies a direct current (DC) elec-
tric power supply to each inverter, and a controller that
provides a speed instruction to each inverter. The method
performs control such that when an instantaneous elec-
tric power failure occurs, the inverter controllably decel-
erates the motors connected to the respective inverters
so that the motors, to which insufficient electric power is
provided, are supplied with excess electric power result-
ing from their deceleration. Furthermore, a variation in
DC voltage is monitored to perform control such that the
electric power is adjusted to within a predetermined
range.
[0003] Further, the Unexamined Japanese Patent Ap-
plication Publication (Tokkal-Hei) No. 05-044118 (Ab-
stract), also shown below, describes a control device for
a roving frame. During a non-electric powerfailure, both
control section and winding control section are supplied
with electricity using a electric power line and an alter-
nating current (AC)/direct current (DC) converter branch-
ing from the electric power line. During an electric power
failure, an inverter device is brought into a regenerative
state. Then, the converter supplies regenerative energy
from a main motor to the winding control section and to
the minimum equipment required for winding control.
[0004] Both the Unexamined Japanese Patent Appli-
cation Publication (Tokkai-Hei) No. 11-107065 (Abstract)
and the Unexamined Japanese Patent Application Pub-
lication (Tokkai-Hei) No. 05-044118 (Abstract) relate to
a configuration for yarn feeding or winding which obtains
regenerative energy by decelerating a main driving shaft
that drives members acting on a bundle of fibers or a
yarn. Thus, during an electric power failure, the main driv-
ing shaft is controllably decelerated to affect the yarn
feeding or winding.
[0005] US-B2-6,532,396, which already shows a driv-
ing control system for a spinning machine having a plu-
rality of spinning units, individual driving devices, which
are provided for the respective spinning units, for driving
members acting directly on a bundle of fibers or a yarn,
a shared driving device for driving a member acting di-

rectly on a bundle of fibers or a yarn, the driving control
system comprising electric power failure detecting
means for detecting an electric power failure in a system,
electric power source for said driving devices, decelera-
tion control means for controllably decelerating said driv-
ing device and supply means for supplying said individual
driving devices for the respective spinning units with re-
generative electric power resulting from said decelera-
tion control. Further, DE 39 10 183 A1 discloses a driving
control system for a spinning machine having an intra-
frame member driving device constituted by a motor with
a suction blower not acting directly on said bundle of fib-
ers or yarn. The suction blower is provided with deceler-
ation control means so as to deliver regenerative electric
power during an electric power failure. DE 39 10 183 A1
discloses a driving control system according to the pre-
amble of claim 1. In particular, in a spinning machine
comprising a plurality of spinning units each manufactur-
ing a spun yarn, the deceleration of the shared driving
device shared by the plurality of spinning units may result
in the manufacture of spun yarn deviating from stand-
ards. The present invention is provided in view of these
problems. It is an object of the present invention to pro-
vide a driving control system that performs control such
that a spinning machine comprising a plurality of spinning
units can continue its operation even during an instanta-
neous electric power failure.

Summary of the Invention

[0006] To accomplish this object, an aspect of the
present invention is to provide a driving control system
according to claim 1. With this arrangement, during an
electric power failure, the shared driving device runs free-
ly while remaining under control. The shared driving de-
vice has driving shafts with inertia, and its speed does
not vary markedly during free run.
[0007] An aspect of the present invention according to
Claim 2 is a driving control system for a spinning machine
according to Claim 1, wherein the intra-frame member
driving device is a motor for a suction blower that sucks
dust or yarn waste generated from each spinning unit as
well as an inverter device for the motor. With this arrange-
ment, the motor for the suction blower has inertia and
insignificantly affects the generation of a yarn even if the
force exerted to suck dust and yarn waste decreases
during a short period of an electric power failure. Accord-
ingly, even if the motor for the suction blower is control-
lably decelerated during an electric power failure to gen-
erate regenerative electric power required to continuous-
ly drive the individual driving device, the quality of the
yarn is not markedly affected.
[0008] An aspect of the present invention according to
Claim 3 is a driving control system for a spinning machine
according to any of Claims 1 or 2, wherein a work carriage
that executes yarn splicing on each spinning unit is pro-
vided so as to be movable along the plurality of spinning
units. With this arrangement, during an electric power
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failure, the individual driving device is not deactivated
and the shared driving device also continues to be driven
owing to inertia. Consequently, yarn breakage does not
occur upon an electric power failure. This eliminates the
need for the work carriage to execute yarn splicing on
the large number of spinning units when the normal state
is recovered from the electric power failure. It is thus pos-
sible to prevent a decrease in the efficiency of yarn gen-
eration. It is also possible to reduce the number of work
carriages that execute yarn splicing.
[0009] An aspect of the present invention according to
Claim 4 is a driving control system for a spinning machine
according to any one of Claims 1 to 3, wherein each in-
dividual driving device includes a solenoid valve, a sole-
noid, a motor, and a motor driver all of which are provided
in each spinning unit. The solenoid valve and solenoid,
provided for each spinning unit, are immediately deacti-
vated upon an electric power failure. The motor and motor
driver, provided for each spinning unit, are also adapted
to stop immediately upon an electric power failure. With
the above arrangement, however, the solenoid valves,
the solenoids, the motors, and the motor drivers remain
active without a stop owing to regenerative electric power
from the individual driving device.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0010]

Figure 1 is a control block diagram of a driving control
system according to an embodiment of the present
invention.
Figure 2 is a wiring diagram of the wiring between a
electric power supply bus and various driving devic-
es.
Figure 3 shows how a driving control system accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present invention oper-
ates.
Figure 4 is a front view of an example of a spinning
machine.
Figure 5 is an enlarged view schematically showing
the internal structure of a part of the spinning ma-
chine.
Figure 6 is another wiring diagram of the wiring be-
tween the electric power supply bus and various driv-
ing devices.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

[0011] With reference to the drawings, a description
will be given of a driving control system for a spinning
machine according to the present invention.
[0012] First, with reference to the drawings, a descrip-
tion will be given of the spinning machine to which the
driving control system is applied. In the specification, the
terms "upstream" and "downstream" refer to the up-
stream and downstream sides, respectively, based on
the direction in which a yarn runs during spinning. Spe-

cifically, a spinning device is located upstream, while a
winding device is located downstream.
[0013] Figure 4 is a front view showing an example of
a spinning machine 1. Figure 5 is an enlarged view sche-
matically showing the internal structure of a part of the
spinning machine 1. The spinning machine 1, composed
of, for example, a pneumatic spinning machine, compris-
es a control section 1A, a spinning section 1B in which
a large number of spinning units 2 are arranged in line,
a blower section 1C, and a yarn splicing device 17. An
essential part of the spinning machine 1 is a work carriage
3 that can run freely along a rail R between spinning units
2.
[0014] The control section 1A controls operations of
driving motors 31, 32, 33, 35 for shafts 141, 142, 143,
145 which operate on all the spinning units 2 constituting
the spinning section 1B to rotatively drive a second roller
4d, a front roller 4e, a yarn feeding device 6, and a friction
roller 13 all of which exert a force required to feed a sliver
(a bundle of fibers) SL or a yarn Y, a driving motor 34 of
a driving shaft 144 for providing a driving force to a
tarverce device T for traversing the yarn Y, motors 36,
37 which are provided for each spinning unit 2; a winding
device 12; and the like. In the present example, on the
basis of various set values (a spinning speed, the ratio
of the spinning speed to a winding roller speed, and the
like) inputted to an input section (a), an arithmetic section
(b) outputs spinning speed information to the motors 31
to 36 via inverters 41 to 45 or a driver 30. Further, rotation
speed information on a slack eliminating roller (described
later) is outputted to the motor 37 for a yarn slack elimi-
nating device 10 via a driver 40.
[0015] The driving motors 31, 32, 33, 34, 35 for the
driving shafts 141, 142, 143, 144, 145 as well as the
inverters 41, 42, 43, 44, 45 for the motors constitute a
shared driving device 50A that drives all of the large
number of spinning units 2. The motor 36 and the driver
30 for the motor 36 as well as the motor 37 and the driver
40 for the motor 37 are provided for each spinning unit
2. The motors 36, 37 and the drivers 30, 40 constitute an
individual driving device 50B for driving members acting
directly on the sliver SL or yarn Y. A motor 38 for a waxing
device 11, described later, and its driver 48, if used, are
included in the individual driving device 50B, provided
for each spinning unit 2.
[0016] In the spinning section 1B, the large number of
spinning units 2 are arranged in line. In the spinning ma-
chine 1, in addition to a spinning device 5 and the winding
device 12, the slack eliminating device 10 is provided.
The structure of each spindle of the spinning unit 2 will
be described later.
[0017] A blower section 1C accommodates negative
pressure supplying means for exerting a negative pres-
sure (suction pressure) on a predetermined position of
the spinning unit 2 through an air duct. The blower section
1C allows the sucking negative pressure to act on the
required position.
[0018] A dust collecting duct 21, a yarn waste sucking
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duct 22, and a yarn splicing carriage sucking duct 24 are
installed in the air duct in an insertional manner; the dust
collecting duct 21 sucks and conveys dust generated
from the draft section 4 or spinning device 5, the yarn
waste sucking duct 22 is in communication with a slack
tube 7, described later, and the yarn splicing carriage
sucking duct 24 sucks and conveys yarn waste generat-
ed when a yarn splicing section of the work carriage such
as a knotter, a splicer performs a yarn splicing operation.
[0019] The blower section 1C accommodates an im-
peller 25 that is a rotating member for generating sucking
air currents in each of the ducts 21 to 24. An almost hor-
izontally placed rotating shaft of the impeller 25 is con-
nected to a driving shaft of a blower motor 39 via a speed
changing device composed of a pulley and a belt (not
shown in the drawings). The blower motor 39 is an in-
duction motor driven by an inverter 46. The blower motor
39 and the inverter 46 constitute an intra-frame member
driving device 50C driving the impeller 25, which is a
member independent of the driving of each spinning unit
2 and not acting directly on the sliver SL or the yarn Y.
[0020] The work carriage 3 is adapted to run on the rail
R to move to the position of an arbitrary spinning unit 2
requiring yarn splicing and then stop there, on the basis
of a yarn splicing request signal from the yarn splicing
requiring spinning unit 2. As shown in Figure 5 that is a
side sectional view schematically showing the configu-
ration of the spinning section 1B, the work carriage 3
comprises the yarn splicing device 17 such as a knotter
or a splicer, a suction pipe 18 that sucks and guides an
end of a yarn formed by the spinning device to the yarn
splicing device 17, and a suction mouth 19 that sucks
and guides a yarn end of a package 16 supported by the
winding device 12 to the spinning device 17. It is con-
templated that, for example, the yarn splicing device 17,
the suction pipe 18, and the suction mouth 19 may be
provided for each yarn splicing requiring spinning unit 2.
However, simply by providing the yarn splicing device
17, the suction pipe 18, and the suction mouth 19 in the
work carriage 3, which runs along the direction in which
the spinning units 2 are arranged, it is possible to perform
a yarn splicing operation on all the spinning units 2 using
only this set of components. This simplifies the structure
of the spinning machine 1.
[0021] Now, with reference to Figure 5, a description
will be given of the plurality of spinning units 2, disposed
in the spinning section 1B. The spinning unit 2 is a unit
that manufactures the yarn Y from the sliver SL, a mate-
rial. The spinning unit 2 is composed of the draft device
4, the spinning device 5, a yarn feeding device 6, yarn
sucking device (slack tube) 7, a cutter 8, a yarn defect
detecting device 9, the yarn slack eliminating device 10,
the waxing device 11, and the winding device 12. These
components are arranged in this order from the upstream
side to downstream side of a yarn path E.
[0022] The draft device 4 is, for example, of a 4-line
type composed of a back roller 4a, a third roller 4b, a
second roller 4d which an apron 4c is extended, and a

front roller 4e. These rollers are arranged in this order
from upstream side to downstream side.
[0023] The spinning device 5 employed is, for example,
of a pneumatic type that allows whirling air currents to
act on the sliver SL to generate the spun yarn Y (here-
inafter simply referred to as the "yarn Y") and that can
carry out yarn spinning at a high spinning speed of sev-
eral 100 m/min. The spinning device 5 is composed of a
spinning nozzle that injects whirling air currents and a
hollow guide shaft forming a path for the yarn Y gener-
ated. The spinning device 5 carries out spinning while
truly twisted-like spun yarn. The spinning device 5 is pro-
vided with a solenoid valve 5a that controllably turns on
and off the supply of compressed air to the spinning noz-
zle. Further, as disclosed in the Unexamined Japanese
Patent Application Publication (Tokkai-Hei) No.
2001-131834, maintenance can be carried out by sepa-
rating the spinning nozzle from the hollow guide shaft by
allowing a hollow guide shaft holder to be rotatively
moved (elevated and lowered) relative to a spinning noz-
zle holder. Thus, an air cylinder solenoid valve 5b is pro-
vided to control the rotative movement of the hollow shaft
holder.
[0024] The yarn feeding device 6 is composed of a nip
roller 6a and a delivery roller 6b to supply the yarn Y to
the downstream side while sandwiching it between these
rollers 6a, 6b. The yarn sucking device 7 always sucks
the air, and removes pieces of the yarn Y cut by the cutter
8 when the yarn defect detector 9 detects a defect in the
yarn Y.
[0025] The yarn slack eliminating device 10, provided
for each spinning unit 2, comprises a slack eliminating
roller 10a that winds and reserves the slackening yarn Y
on an outer peripheral surface of the roller 10a, a guide
(not shown in the drawings) placed slightly upstream of
the slack eliminating roller 10a, the motor 37 (see Figure
4) such as a stepping motor, which rotatively drives the
slack eliminating roller 10a, the driver 40 (see Figure 4),
which controls the motor 37, and a downstream guide
(not shown in the drawing) formed downstream of the
slack eliminating roller 10a and having a slit.
[0026] While the yarn splicing device 17 is performing
a yarn splicing operation, the yarn slack eliminating de-
vice 10 rotates to wind and reserve the yarn Y spun by
the spinning device 5, on the slack eliminating roller 10a,
thus absorbing the slack of the yarn Y. In some cases,
even during normal spinning, the yarn slack eliminating
device 10 is almost always rotated to keep the yarn Y
wound around it to absorb a difference in yarn tension
which may occur when the yarn Y is wound into the pack-
age 16. The latter case corresponds to the winding of the
yarn into a conical package 16. In this case, the yarn
slack eliminating device 10 can absorb a difference in
tension which may occur between the winding on a larger
diameter side and the winding on a smaller diameter side.
When a winding tension applied by the winding device
12 decreases, the slack eliminating device 10 causes the
slack eliminating roller 10a to wind the yarn Y to allow it
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to resist a force that winds the yarn Y into the package
16, thus maintaining the tension. When the winding ten-
sion applied by the winding device 12 increases, the slack
eliminating device 10 causes the slack eliminating roller
10a to further unwind the yarn Y to suppress an increase
in tension to allow the yarn Y to be smoothly wound into
the package 16. Thus, the tension is maintained at a pre-
determined value.
[0027] The waxing device 11 slides the yarn Y on a
surface of a wax 11a while keeping the yarn Y in contact
with the wax 11a, to wax the surface of the yarn Y. The
waxing device 11 is used for each spinning unit 2 as
required. The waxing device 11 slides the yarn Y on an
end surface of a cylindrical wax 11a while keeping the
yarn Y in contact with the wax 11a. The waxing device
11 also rotates the wax 11a by fitting an axial hole formed
in the center of the wax 11a, over a rotating shaft. To
achieve this, each spinning unit 2 is provided with the
motor 37 (see Figure 2), which rotatively drives the wax
11a, and the driver 48 (see Figure 2), which controls the
motor 37.
[0028] The winding device 12 forms the package 16
by winding the yarn Y around a bobbin 15 held on a cradle
arm 14 while causing a traverse device T to traverse the
yarn Y. The winding device 12 comprises the friction roller
13, which rotates in contact with the bobbin 15 or package
16. The cradle arm 14 is configured to be rotatively mov-
able so as to contact and separate the bobbin 15 or the
package 16 with and from the friction roller 13.
[0029] The rotatively movable configuration of the cra-
dle arm 14 enables a predetermined contact pressure to
be exerted on the bobbin 15 or the package 16. A cylinder
14a used to exert the contact pressure and also acting
as a lifter is attached to the cradle arm 14. The above
contacting and separating operations are performed us-
ing a mechanism composed of a spring, a lever, and a
cradle arm solenoid 14c.
[0030] The solenoid valve 50a for the spinning nozzle,
the solenoid valve 5b for the hollow guide shaft holder of
the spinning nozzle, and the solenoid 14c for the cradle
arm 14, all of which have been described above, are ac-
tuators provided for each spinning unit 2 and constitute
the individual driving device 1C, provided in each spin-
ning unit 2.
[0031] The above spinning device 5, which generates
the yarn Y from the sliver S utilizing whirling air currents,
may be replaced with various other types. For example,
the spinning device 5 may generate the yarn Y by using
a pneumatic spinning nozzle and a pair of twisting rollers
(second pneumatic spinning nozzle) or may carry out
open end spinning to generate the yarn Y using a rotor.
In these cases, the hollow guide shaft and the solenoid
5b are not present.
[0032] Now, with reference to Figure 1, a description
will be given of a driving control system according to the
present embodiment according to the present invention.
Figure 1 is a control block diagram of the driving control
system according to the embodiment of the present in-

vention. Figure 2 is a wiring diagram of the wiring between
a electric power supply bus and various driving devices.
[0033] A driving control system S comprises a control
section 1A, a system electric power source 51, a first
electric power supply bus 52 branching from the system
electric power source 51, a second electric power supply
bus 53 also branching from the system electric power
source 51, a shared driving device 50A and an intra-
frame member driving device 50C connected to the first
electric power supply bus 52, the individual driving device
50B, connected to the second electric power supply bus
53, and a regenerative electric power supply circuit 54
for the intra-frame member driving device 50C and sec-
ond electric power supply bus 53.
[0034] The control section 1A comprises an electric
power failure detecting section 55 that detects an electric
power failure in the system electric power source 51. The
electric power failure detecting section 55 detects an in-
stantaneous electric power failure (from which the normal
state can be recovered within several seconds, for ex-
ample, 0.5 seconds) in the system electric power source
51. In the illustrated example, the electric power failure
detecting section 55 detects that the system electric pow-
er source 51 has been turned off. However, the electric
power failure detecting section 55 may detect an electric
power failure in the system electric power source 51 using
an AND circuit that detects an electric power failure when
the voltage of the inverter or driver included in each of
the driving circuits 50A, 50B, 50C decreases.
[0035] The control section 1A comprises the arithmetic
section (b) that outputs a speed instruction and the like
to the inverter or driver included in each of the driving
circuits 50A, 50B, 50C, and the input section (a) for the
arithmetic section (b). The control section 1A also com-
prises a free run control section 56 and a deceleration
control section 57 which are activated when the electric
power failure detecting section 55 detects an electric
power failure in the system electric power source 51.
[0036] A deceleration instruction from the deceleration
control section 57 is outputted to the inverter 46 of the
intra-frame member driving device 50C. The inverter 46
executes deceleration control on the blower motor 39. A
free run instruction from the free run control section 56
is outputted to the inverters 41 to 45 of the shared driving
device 50A. The inverters 41 to 45 then execute free run
control in order to operate the motors 31 to 35, respec-
tively, with a lighter load.
[0037] The first electric power supply bus 52 supplies,
for example, an AC electric power supply of 400 volts (V)
from the system electric power source 51 directly to the
inverter 46. The inverter 46 internally converts this elec-
tric power into, for example, a DC of 560 V. Although not
shown in the drawings, a driving motor for the work car-
riage 3 is also connected to the first electric power supply
bus 52.
[0038] The second electric power supply bus 53 con-
verts the electric power into, for example, a DC of 24 V
via a transformer 60 and a rectifier 61. The second elec-
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tric power supply bus 53 thus supplies the electric power
to the drivers 30, 40, 48 of the individual driving device
50B, the solenoid valves 5a, 5b of the individual driving
device 50B, and the solenoid 14c of the individual driving
device 50B.
[0039] Figure 2 shows the shared driving device 50A,
connected to the first electric power supply bus 52 and
shared by the spinning units 2, and the individual driving
device 50B, connected to the second electric power sup-
ply bus 53 and provided for each spinning unit 2. The
shared driving device 50A includes the motors 31 to 35
and the inverters 41 to 45. The individual driving device
50B includes the driver 30 for the motor 36 for a back
roller, the driver 40 for the motor 37 for the slack elimi-
nating roller, the driver 48 for the motor 38 for waxing,
the solenoid 14c for the cradle arm, the solenoid valve
5b for the hollow guide shaft for the spinning nozzle, and
the solenoid valve 5a for the spinning nozzle.
[0040] The regenerative electric power supply circuit
(supply means) 54 comprises a DC/DC converter 63 that
executes a conversion such that the resultant voltage is
equal to the DC voltage across the second electric power
supply bus 53, and a blocking device (diode) 64. During
a non-electric power failure, the voltage across the sec-
ond electric power supply bus 53 is the same as the volt-
age at the blocking device 64 of the regenerative electric
power supply circuit 54. However, no currents flow inad-
vertently from the second electric power supply bus 53
to the DC/DC converter 63.
[0041] Now, operations of the driving control system
will be described with reference to Figures 1 to 3. In Figure
3(a), when a temporary electric power failure (instanta-
neous electric power failure) occurs, a temporary electric
power down occurs in the section of the system electric
power source 51 between O and P. The electric power
failure at the point O is detected by an electric power
failure detecting section 55 of the control section 1A.
When the electric power failure is detected, the deceler-
ation control section 57 outputs a deceleration instruction
to the inverter 46 of the intra-frame member driving de-
vice 50.
[0042] Then, the blower motor 39, which has the im-
peller 25 and a decelerating device as well as inertia, is
operated at a reduced speed to generate a desired re-
generative electric power. This electric power is supplied
to the regenerative electric power supply circuit 54. The
DC/DC converter 63 then converts the supplied regen-
erative electric power into a direct current with a reduced
voltage. The supplied regenerative electric power is then
supplied to the second electric power supply bus 53 via
the blocking device 64.
[0043] The electric power supplied to the second elec-
tric power supply bus 53 suppresses decreases in the
voltages of the drivers 30, 40, 48, solenoid valves 5a, 5b,
and solenoid 14c. On the other hand, the free run control
causes a slower decrease in DC voltage based on the
internal electric power source of the inverter of the shared
driving device 50A as shown in Figure 3(b). As a result,

the control of the inverter is kept effective. Then, although
the speeds of the motors 31 to 35 of the shared driving
device 50A decrease gradually a shown in Figure 3(c),
this does not affect practical operations.
[0044] As shown in Figure 3(d), the inverter of the
shared driving device 50A starts a reduced load opera-
tion at the point Q of an instantaneous electric power
failure start level to reduce the output voltage. Specifi-
cally, the voltage is reduced without varying the frequen-
cies of the inverters 41 to 45, so that no currents are lost.
Consequently, free run is carried out so as to inhibit the
occurrence of torque with the rotation control of the in-
verters 41 to 45 remaining active. Since the shared driv-
ing device 50A has the driving shafts 141 to 145, it exerts
an inertia force. Accordingly, the speed of the shared
driving device 50A remains substantially unchanged dur-
ing an instantaneous electric power failure lasting about
0.5 seconds.
[0045] When the normal state is recovered from the
electric power failure, the deceleration instruction from
the deceleration control section 57 and the free run in-
struction from a free run instructing section are stopped.
On the other hand, the supply of electric power from the
system electric power source 51 is restarted. As shown
in Figure 3(b), the DC voltage of the shared driving device
50A returns to its normal state at the point P, when the
electric power from the system electric power source 51
returns to its normal state. As shown in Figure 3(c), the
motors 31 to 35 of the shared driving device 50A return
to their steady state operations.
[0046] The drivers 30, 40, solenoid 14c, and solenoid
valves 5a, 5b of the individual driving device 50B return
to their steady state operations while maintaining their
operational state.
[0047] Further, although not shown in the drawings,
the electric power from the regenerative electric power
supply circuit 54 is supplied to the control section 1A to
maintain the control performed by it. If the waxing driver
48 in Figure 2 is provided in the system, the regenerative
electric power supply circuit 54 supplies electric power
to the driver 48.
[0048] Since the motor 39 in Figure 4 is controllably
decelerated, its motor speed decreases substantially.
However, simultaneously with the recovery from the elec-
tric power failure, the motor speed returns to its steady
state.
[0049] The embodiment relating to the driving control
system configured as described above produces the fol-
lowing effects.

(1) When an electric power failure occurs, the intra-
frame member driving device 50C, provided inde-
pendently of the driving of the spinning units 2, has
its speed controllably reduced. Accordingly, the driv-
ing of the spinning units 2 is not affected. On the
other hand, the individual driving device 50A for the
spinning units 2 performs driving that acts directly
on the generation and winding of the yarn. In addi-
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tion, the individual driving device 50A is not driven
by the shared driving device 50A but by the regen-
erative electric power from the intra-frame member
driving device 50C. Therefore, the speed does not
vary significantly, and the quality of the manufac-
tured spun yarn is maintained even during an electric
power failure.
Specifically, the back roller 4a (see Figure 5), driven
for each spinning unit 2, draws the sliver SL into the
draft device 4 to act directly on the sliver SL. The
back roller 4a is not deactivated even during an elec-
tric power failure. The slack eliminating roller 10a
(see Figure 5), driven for each spinning unit 2, ab-
sorbs the slack of the yarn while the yarn splicing
device 17 is performing a yarn splicing operation.
Furthermore, if a conical package 16 is to be gener-
ated, the slack eliminating roller 10a is almost always
rotated even during normal spinning to absorb a dif-
ference in yarn tension when the yarn is wound into
the package 16. Accordingly, the slack eliminating
roller 10a acts directly on the yarn Y and is not de-
activated even during an electric power failure. The
waxing roller 11a, driven for each spinning unit 2,
acts directly on the yarn by rotating so that the yarn
passes along its end surface.
The waxing device 11a is not deactivated even dur-
ing an electric power failure.
The following components maintain their operational
state: the solenoid valve 5a, which drives the valve
controlling the supply of compressed air to the spin-
ning nozzle (spinning device in Figure 5), acting di-
rectly on the sliver SL, the solenoid valve 5b, which
maintains the hollow guide shaft (spinning device in
Figure 5) in a predetermined position, and the sole-
noid 14c of the cradle arm 14, which acts directly on
the yarn Y by contacting the package 16 with the
friction roller 13 at a predetermined contact pressure
to rotatively drive the package 15 in a winding direc-
tion. The shared driving device 50A, shared by the
large number of spinning units 2, does not undergo
the deceleration control but maintains its driving
state using the inertia force of the driving shafts 141
to 145. In this manner, the individual driving device
50B and shared driving device 50A, which act direct-
ly on the generation and winding of the yarn, remain
active even during an electric power failure. There-
fore, the yarn can be normally generated and wound
without being broken.
(2) The shared driving device 50A is controlled to
run freely during an electric power failure. Accord-
ingly, the shared driving device 50A runs freely owing
to the inertia force of the driving shafts 141 to 145
while maintaining the speed control function of the
inverters 41 to 45. This ensures that the normal op-
eration is recovered from the electric power failure
without causing the inverters 41 to 45 to be tripped.
(3) The blower motor 39 and its inverter 46 are used
for the intra-frame member driving device 50C. The

blower motor 39 is used to suck dust and yarn waste
and does not relate directly to the feeding of the sliver
SL or the yarn Y in the spinning unit 2 or to the gen-
eration or winding of the yarn. On the other hand,
the impeller 25, the blower motor 39, and the driver
46 are provided for each spinning unit 2 and each
have a large capacity enough to collect dust and yarn
waste from all the spinning units 2. Accordingly,
these components exert strong inertia forces. During
an electric power failure, a high regenerative electric
power can be generated by controllably decelerating
the blower motor 39. Thus, the previously described
driving of the individual driving device 50B, which
relates to the generation and winding of the yarn,
can maintain its active state during an electric power
failure lasting about 0.5 seconds. In the prior art, a
backup capacitor can deal only with an electric power
failure for about 0.05 seconds. However, the present
invention enables the backup capacitor to cope with
an electric power failure for about 0.5 seconds. This
makes it possible to maintain the generation and
winding of the yarn in an almost normal state during
an electric power failure without varying the driving
for almost all the electric power failures. On the other
hand, the rotation speed of the blower speed 39 de-
creases substantially. However, if the electric power
failure lasts only about 0.5 seconds, the rotation is
immediately recovered. Accordingly, a decrease in
suction force ends within several seconds. The suc-
tion force is used to collect dust and yarn waste, and
the impact of such a decrease in suction force on
the steady state operation is very small.
(4) Although the spinning device 1 is composed of
the large number of spinning units 2, only one or two
work carriages 3 are provided which perform a splic-
ing operation on each spinning unit 2. Thus, if, during
an instantaneous electric power failure, the draw-in
of the sliver SL and thus the spinning operation are
stopped to cause yarn breakage, the yarn breakage
occurs simultaneously in all the spinning units 2. This
reduces operational efficiency because a long time
is required for the work carriage 3 to sequentially
perform a yarn splicing operation on all the spinning
units 2. However, in the present embodiment, the
operation of the spinning unit 2 is maintained even
during an instantaneous electric power failure lasting
about 0.5 seconds, thus preventing yarn breakage.
This avoids requiring the work carriage 3 to perform
a yarn splicing operation for a long time owing to an
electric power failure.
(5) The individual driving device 50B includes the
solenoid valves 5a, 5b and solenoid 14c, which are
actuators for each spinning unit 2, in addition to the
motors 36, 37, 38 and their drivers for each spinning
unit 2. Thus, even during an instantaneous electric
power failure, not only the driving but also the oper-
ational state of each spinning unit 2 are maintained.
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[0050] The embodiment relating to the driving control
system configured as described above may be changed
as described below.

(1) In the above description, the back roller 4a of the
spinning unit 2 in the spinning machine 1 is driven
as the individual driving device. However, similarly
to the second roller 4d or the front roller 4e, the back
roller 4a may be driven, using the shaft shared by
the spinning units 2, by the shared driving device,
caused to run freely during an electric power failure.
(2) In the above description, the spinning machine 1
is provided with the yarn slack eliminating device 10.
However, the spinning machine 1 may be free from
the yarn slack eliminating device 10. Further, in the
above description, the spinning machine 1 is provid-
ed with the waxing device 11. However, the spinning
machine 1 may be free from the waxing device 11.
Moreover, even if the spinning machine 1 comprises
the waxing device 11, the waxing device 11 may be
deactivated during an electric power failure instead
of being supplied with regenerative electric power.
Even if the rotation of the waxing roller 11a is stopped
for a short time, the yarn remains in contact with the
waxing roller 11a.
(3) The shared driving device 50A may be supplied
with regenerative electric power from the intra-frame
member driving device 50c instead of being control-
led to run freely as shown in Figure 6. Thus, a rectifier
65 is provided on a supply side of the first electric
power supply bus 52, and a first electric power supply
bus 52a is composed of the same DC electric power
circuit as that of which the regenerative electric pow-
er supply circuit 54 is composed.

[0051] Upon detecting an electric power failure, the
electric power failure detecting section 55 outputs a de-
celeration instruction to the intra-frame member driving
device 50C. The shared driving device 50A is supplied,
via the first electric power supply bus 52a, with regener-
ative electric power resulting from the deceleration con-
trol performed on the intra-frame member driving device
50C. This regenerative electric power is also supplied to
the individual driving device 50B via the regenerative
electric power supply circuit 54. This provides an electric
power source for both shared driving device 50A and
individual driving device 50B during an electric power
failure. This embodiment is applicable to the case in
which the electric power failure lasts for only a short time
or the intra-frame member driving device 50C exerts a
strong inertia force.
[0052] According to the present invention, during a
short period of electric power failure, the individual driving
device for each spinning unit is supplied with regenera-
tive electric power obtained by controllably decelerating
the intra-frame member driving device, which does not
relate directly to the spinning carried out by the spinning
unit, that is, to the bundle of fibers or the yarn. Conse-

quently, the individual driving control device can be con-
tinuously driven without controllably decelerating the
shared driving device. Therefore, the spinning can be
continuously carried out without significantly varying the
speed of each spinning unit. It is thus possible to prevent
yarn breakage that may occur upon an electric power
failure and to maintain the quality of the spun yarn during
an electric power failure.

Claims

1. A driving control system for a spinning machine hav-
ing a plurality of spinning units, an individual driving
device (50B), which is provided for each spinning
unit (2) for a first group of driving members (4a, 4b,
5, 10, 38, 5a, 5b, 14c) acting directly on a bundle
(5b) of fibers or a yarn (Y), a shared driving device
(50A) provided for all of said plurality of spinning units
(2) for a second group of driving members (4d, 4e,
6, 13, 44) in each spinning unit (2) also acting directly
on a bundle (5b) of fibers or a yarn (Y), electric power
failure detecting means (55) for detecting an electric
power failure in a system electric power source (51)
for said individual driving devices (50B), the driving
control system comprising
intra-frame member driving device (50C) that drives
member (25) not acting directly on said bundle of
fibers or yarn (Y), and
deceleration control means (57) for controllably de-
celerating said intra-frame member driving device
(50C) activated when the electric power failure de-
tecting means (55) detects an electric power failure
in the system electric power source (51), and supply
means (54) for supplying said individual driving de-
vices (50B) for the respective spinning units (2) with
regenerative electric power, resulting from said de-
celeration control, characterized by further com-
prising free-run control means (56) for operating said
shared driving device (50A) with a light-load when
an electric power failure is detected.

2. A driving control system for a spinning machine ac-
cording to claim 1, characterized in that said intra-
frame member driving device (50C) is a motor (39)
for a suction blower that sucks dust or yarn waste
generated from each spinning unit (2) as well as an
inverter device (46) for the motor (39).

3. A driving control system for a spinning machine ac-
cording to claim 1 or 2, characterized in that a work
carriage (3) that executes yarn splicing on each spin-
ning unit (2) is provided so as to be movable along
said plurality of spinning units (2).

4. A driving control system for a spinning machine ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 to 3, characterized
in that each individual driving device (50B) includes
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a solenoid valve (5a), a solenoid (14c), motors (36,
37, 38), and motor drivers (30, 40, 48) all of which
are provided in each spinning unit (2).

Patentansprüche

1. Antriebssteuerungssystem für einen Spinnmaschi-
ne, welche aufweist:
eine Mehrzahl von Spinneinheiten, eine individuelle
Antriebsvorrichtung (50B), die für jede Spinneinheit
(2) für eine erste Gruppe von Antriebselementen (4a,
4b, 5, 10, 38, 5a, 5b, 14c) vorgesehen ist, die direkt
auf ein Faserbündel (5b) oder ein Garn (Y) einwir-
ken, eine gemeinsame Antriebsvorrichtung (50A),
die für alle der Mehrzahl von Spinneinheiten (2) für
eine zweite Gruppe von Antriebselementen (4d, 4e,
6, 13, 44) in jeder Spinneinheit (2) vorgesehen ist,
die auch direkt auf ein Faserbündel (5b) oder ein
Garn (Y) wirken, ein Elektrischer-Stromausfall-De-
tektionsmittel (55) zum Detektieren eines elektri-
schen Stromausfalls in einem elektrischen Strom-
quellensystem (51) für die individuellen Antriebsmit-
tel (50B), wobei das Antriebssteuerungssystem auf-
weist:

eine Intra-Rahmenelementantriebsvorrichtung
(50C), die ein Element (25) antreibt, das nicht
direkt auf das Faserbündel oder Garn (Y) ein-
wirkt,
ein Verzögerungssteuerungsmittel (57) zum
steuerbaren Verzögern der Intra-Rahmenele-
mentantriebsvorrichtung (50C), das aktiviert
wird, wenn das Elektrischer-Stromausfall-De-
tektionsmittel (55) einen elektrischen Stromaus-
fall in dem elektrischen Stromquellensystem
(51) detektiert, und Versorgungsmittel (54) zum
Versorgen der individuellen Antriebsvorrichtung
(50B) für die jeweiligen Spinneinheiten (2) mit
regenerativer elektrischer Energie, die aus der
Verzögerungssteuerung resultiert,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass sie ferner ein
Freilaufsteuermittel (56) aufweist, um die ge-
meinsame Antriebsvorrichtung (50A) mit gerin-
ger Last zu betreiben, wenn ein elektrischer
Stromausfall detektiert wird.

2. Antriebssteuerungssystem für einen Spinnmaschi-
ne nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass die Intra-Rahmenelemente-Antriebsvorrich-
tung (50C) ein Motor (39) für ein Sauggebläse ist,
das von jeder Spinneinheit (2) erzeugten Staub oder
Garnabfall ansaugt, sowie eine Invertervorrichtung
(46) für den Motor (39).

3. Antriebssteuerungssystem für einen Spinnmaschi-
ne nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass ein Arbeitswagen (3), der an jeder Spin-

neinheit (2) einen Garnspleiß durchführt, so vorge-
sehen ist, dass er entlang der Mehrzahl von Spin-
neinheiten (2) bewegbar ist.

4. Antriebssteuerungssystem für einen Spinnmaschi-
ne nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass jede individuelle Antriebsvor-
richtung (50B) ein Solenoidventil (5a), ein Solenoid
(14c), Motoren (36, 37, 38) und Motortreiber (30, 40,
48) enthält, die alle in jeder Spinneinheit (2) vorge-
sehen sind.

Revendications

1. Un système de contrôle d’entraînement pour une
machine à filer, ayant une pluralité d’unités de fila-
ture, un dispositif d’entraînement individuel (50B)
prévu pour chaque unité de filature (2) pour un pre-
mier groupe de membres d’entraînement (4a, 4b, 5,
10, 38, 5a, 5b, 14c) agissant directement sur un fais-
ceau (5b) de fibres ou un fil (Y), un dispositif d’en-
traînement partagé (50A) prévu pour toutes de la
pluralité d’unités de filature (2) pour un deuxième
groupe de membres d’entraînement (4d, 4e, 6, 13,
44) dans chaque unité de filature (2) agissant éga-
lement directement sur un faisceau (5b) de fibres ou
un fil (Y), des moyens de détection de coupure de
courant électrique (55) pour détecter une coupure
de courant électrique dans une source de courant
électrique du système (51) pour lesdits dispositifs
d’entraînement individuels (50B),
le système de contrôle d’entraînement comprenant
un dispositif d’entraînement de membre intra-frame
(50C) qui entraîne le membre (25) ne pas agissant
directement sur ledit faisceau de fibres ou un fil (Y), et
des moyens de contrôle de décélération (57) pour
décélérer de manière contrôlée ledit dispositif d’en-
traînement de membre intra-frame (50C) activé
quand le moyen de détection de coupure de courant
électrique (55) détecte une coupure de courant élec-
trique dans la source de courant électrique du sys-
tème (51), et des moyens d’alimentation (54) pour
alimenter lesdits dispositifs d’entraînement indivi-
duel (50B) pour les unités de filature (2) respectives
en énergie électrique régénérative résultant dudit
contrôle de décélération,
caractérisé en comprenant en outre des moyens de
contrôle de libre cours (56) pour opérer ledit dispositif
d’entraînement partagé (50A) avec une charge lé-
gère quand une coupure de courant électrique est
détectée.

2. Un système de contrôle d’entraînement pour une
machine à filer selon la revendication 1, caractérisé
en ce que ledit dispositif d’entraînement de membre
intra-frame (50C) est un moteur (39) pour un venti-
lateur aspirant qui aspire de la poussière ou des dé-
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chets de fil générés par chaque unité de filature (2)
ainsi qu’un dispositif inverseur (46) pour le moteur
(39).

3. Un système de contrôle d’entraînement pour une
machine à filer selon les revendications 1 ou 2, ca-
ractérisé en ce qu’un chariot de travail (3) qui réa-
lise une épissure de fil à chaque unité de filature (2)
est prévu pour être mobile le long de la pluralité d’uni-
tés de filature (2).

4. Un système de contrôle d’entraînement pour une
machine à filer selon une des revendications 1 à 3,
caractérisé en ce que chaque dispositif d’entraîne-
ment individuel (50B) comprend une vanne solénoï-
de (5a), un solénoïde (14c), des moteurs (36, 37,
38) et des entraînements de moteurs (30, 40, 48)
qui sont tous prévus dans chaque unité de filature
(2).
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